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FlinQ: The heart of your
security management
system
Welcome to your journey through the world of
security management, where threats and risks
are ever-evolving. Security systems have grown
over many years as a result of the procurement of
individual access control, fire, intruder alarm systems
CCTV and other security devices. Meanwhile
however, they have become inflexible. They are
just stand-alone silos of information that, faced with
a major incident, cannot perform as a cohesive
command and control system.
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The next level of integration
TKH Security was one of the first leaders in the industry to recognize
the need for a flexible and open platform in order to solve increasing
operational and integration challenges. We created a ‘tool’ to command
and visualize all autonomous and related systems in one user-friendly
environment, called FlinQ. By centralizing every component of your security
system into this single, easy-to-use touch-screen platform, TKH Security
created a straightforward, reliable security management solution that can
be accessed across the globe.
The world of security management requires solutions that have already
been designed to meet the needs of tomorrow. With every new release,
FlinQ continuously proves to always be one step ahead. The optimized
graphic user interface and customized high-end maps translate into
improved situation-specific screens.
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Due to FlinQ’s adaptive abilities, it is
suitable for use in many unique sectors,
such as the public, healthcare, and
commercial markets. The innovative FlinQ
platform is a scalable and modular
solution based on open standards. This
means that you only have to select the
components you need in order to integrate
FlinQ into your network. While FlinQ
centralizes your system, it also puts you
on the right track for integrating and using
the latest IP security technologies, now
and for years to come. And last but not
least, FlinQ’s alarm management system
ensures minor mishaps don’t escalate into
major calamities.

Features & Benefits
Extensive Integrations.
Integrate with an expansive set of
complementary solutions including
access control, video surveillance,
intrusion detection, intercom
communication, and more.
Open Architecture. Brand and
product independent.
Single Interface. A fast, efficient and
intuitive multi-touch user interface.
Flexible. Easily add multiple sites
fast and efficiently.
Adaptable. Quickly and easily add
expanded functionalities.
Reliable & Efficient. Quick
visualizations of events and fast
response time.
Scalable. Add users, devices,
workstations, integrations, and
functionalities as your business
needs evolve.
Advanced Maps. Clearly designed
maps to show specific situations.

Streamlined &
Centralized Security

Enhanced User Experience. Highly
rated by users due to its high efficient
and improved user experience.

A bridge between users and their
assets

Control. Overall control from a single
user-friendly platform.

One user-friendly interface for all
relevant services

Advanced Management. Simple
and reliable access to an enhanced
management tool.

Step-by-step incident management
Clearly designed maps of exact
locations
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Incisive Reports. Easy access to
consistent and clear reports.
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Independent Security
FlinQ is an open and flexible platform. For
systems large and small, FlinQ streamlines
security to literally put access control, video
surveillance, intrusion detection, and intercom
communication systems at your fingertips. The
open and accessible interface allows easy
control and unparalleled situational awareness.
If you can use a tablet or a smart phone,
you will certainly feel at ease with FlinQ. The
graphic user interface (GUI) supports touchscreen technologies and offers an innovative
and intuitive approach to security
management. Users can manage their systems
from any location. Because of its simplicity,
FlinQ does not require much training. It
improves the overall efficiency of your security
system and helps reduce operational costs.
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Highlights
Ready for tomorrow’s
questions
Control through one
interface
Open architecture,
brand- and product
independent
Remote access
Simple and intuitive
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Tailor Made Solutions
Each customer’s security situation is
unique. Each sector has its own
needs and set of requirements.
Thanks to its versatile software and
modular design, FlinQ can be
seamlessly adapted to your
specifications. All software is
developed in-house by the TKH
Security Software Labs, so when you
order from TKH Security you are
ordering directly from the source.
FlinQ works great on all MS-Windows
platforms. Centralization through one
platform not only improves efficiency,
but also helps control costs.
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Highlights
In-house software by TKH
Security
Can be adapted seamlessly to
specific situations
Improves efficiency and brings
down costs
Centralization through one
platform
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Invaluable Analytics
FlinQ offers dashboards and dynamic
reports, anytime, anywhere. The
possibilities of online analytics are
almost endless and customizable
to suit your needs. All reports from
FlinQ can easily be shared, allowing
you to analyze a plethora of new
marketing, operational, service, and
asset management data at your
fingertips to improve processes and
yield better business results.
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Highlights
Excellent management tool
Easy access to customized
reports
New insights in security
management
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FlinQ - support

About TKH Security

To ensure optimal functionality of the FlinQ
platform, TKH Security provides 24/7
support via its helpdesk. Through direct
connection and smart reporting capabilities
we can actively monitor your systems
around the clock. In this proactive manner
we can even intervene before failures
occur. Additionally, TKH Security can
provide consultancy services to deploy the
FlinQ system at the customer location and
configure it to the customer needs.

With over 25 years of experience and
by listening to customer needs, we offer
complete innovative solutions for security
management, video surveillance, parking
facility management, parking guidance
and asset & site management. We have 17
offices across the world and are a member
of TKH Group N.V.
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For more information about the specific
product detailed in this brochure, contact us
at tkhsecurity.com.
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